
Application No. Decision Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)

42673762 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or warranted

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

(Further detail outlined in letter to applicant).

42898072 Approved Study

42930792 Refused CP:- Course does not meet Student Visa requirements

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the appeals officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.

(Further detail outlined in letter to applicant).

42950702 Approved Study

42968782 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 

see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the appeals officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

(Further detail outlined in letter to applicant).

42971802 Approved Study

43020522 Approved Study

43082452 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or 

warranted.

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. Origins 

of lump sums not demonstrated.

ID:- Authenticity of documents. 

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

SP:- Relevance of English to employment

(Further detail outlined in letter to applicant).

43191052 Approved Study

43224362 Approved Study

43238082 Approved Study

43292832 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or warranted

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

(Further detail outlined in letter to applicant).
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43378192 Approved Visit Family

43445952 Approved Reside

43705052 Approved Study

43762612 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or 

warranted.

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. 

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 

see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie. 

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

(Further detail outlined in letter to applicant).

43827772 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or 

warranted.

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. 

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 

see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie. 

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

SP:- Relevance of English to employment

(Further detail outlined in letter to applicant).

43892252 Approved Visit Family

43892382 Approved Visit Family

43914782 Approved Stamp 0-no recourse to public funds

43945302 Approved Visit (Tourist)

43946572 Approved Visit Family

43946672 Approved Visit Family

43946752 Approved Visit Family

43965972 Approved Visit Family

43976682 Approved Visit Family

43976852 Approved Visit Family
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43992622 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or 

warranted.

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.

ID:- Authenticity of documents.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 

see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie. 

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for

SP:- Relevance of English to stated employment

(Further detail outlined in letter to applicant).

43996662 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or 

warranted.

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. 

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 

see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie. 

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

(Further detail outlined in letter to applicant).

44003492 Refused IH:- Immigration history of applicant

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

(Further detail outlined in letter to applicant).

44005262 Refused IH:- Immigration history of applicant.

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

(Further detail outlined in letter to applicant).

44022892 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 

see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

(Further detail outlined in letter to applicant).
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44022992 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. 

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 

see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied. 

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

(Further detail outlined in letter to applicant).

44068282 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44080692 Approved Visit Family

44080712 Approved Business

44081112 Approved Visit (Tourist)

44115882 Approved Employment

44116142 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 

see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - 

www.inis.gov.ie.

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 

purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the Visa Officer that 

such conditions would be observed.

R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

(Further detail outlined in letter to applicant). 

44152392 Approved Business

44165972 Approved Visit (Tourist)


